
The Buddhist Conception of Mahabhutas as
Primary Elements if Matter

MOST of the schools of Indian thought, notably, the Sarnkhya, the
Vedanta, and the medical tradition as represented by Caraka and
Susruta, recognize five lIlahiiMiitas (elemental substances), viz.

prthivi (earth), ap (water), teias (fire), viivu (air), and iikii§a (ether).1 That
iikasa is the fifth is admitted by the Nyaya-Vaisesikas, too. But in many
respects it differs from the other four: It is a non-corporeal (ami7rta) sub-
stance devoid of tactility (spar§a) and characterized by ubiquity (vibhu),
absolute continuity, and infinite magnitude. As such, unlike the other
four substances, it is not, in the ultimate analysis, composed of atoms.
Thus, although akaj.(a is introduced as a lIIahabhi:ifa, in view of its peculiar
characteristics, it has to be distinguished from the other four and is, in a way,
on a par with such intangible substances as kala (timcj.: In Jainism, on
the other hand, it is not ranked with what is called Miidacatukka, "the
elemental tetrad," which consists of prthivi, ap, tcjas and l)ii),lI. Both
iikiisa and bhiJda-catukka are brought under the general heading, ~jiva,
non-spirit; but only the latter is brought under the more specific, pllggala,
matter. 3

The position of Buddhism in regard to this question is similar to that
of Jainism. That is to say, only pathav i, iipo, tc]o and vayo are brought
under the heading, l11ahabhtita. It is of course true that, as pointed out by
Mrs. Rhys Davids, in the Nikayas sometimes iiledsa is enumerated immedi-
ately after, and apparently as co-ordinate with, the above four iterns.s But
this does not mean that iikasa is the fifth mahahhj:jta, just as much as viPifiiina
(consciousness), which, too, is sometimes enumerated after the five items
in question.> is not the sixth lIIahabhuta. It may be noted here that, when
iikasa and viiiFialla are mentioned along with pathavi, dpo ; tcjo and tlayo, the
general designation used in respect of all the six items is dhatu. On the
other hand, the term, mahahhiita is always used in a more specific sense,
i.e. as referring only to the last four items.

1. See Seal, Positive Sciences of the Hindus, Delhi, 1925, Ch.I.
2. See Bhaduri, Nyaya·!'a·i{;es-ikaM"etaphys';C8, Poena, 1947, Ch. III.
3. See Paiicastikiiuasiira, eel. Chukravnrt.iuayanar, Allahabad, 1920, pp. 79ff.
4. Of. e.g. D. III, 274 ;1\11.I, 431 ff.
5. Of. e.g. M. III, 31; A. I, 176.
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In the later scholasticism, too, the situation remains unchanged. True,
on the nature of iika:,ca, the scholiasts advance more than one interpretation.
But on its non-recognition as a lIIaJulblul(a, they all agree.

With this clarification as to the number of lltahiibhiitlls, we may now
proceed to consider how thay are understood ill Buddhism.

In the Nikayas they arc defined in simple and general terms and are
illustrated mostly with reference to the constituents of the human body:
Pathavi-dhiitu is that which is hard (kakkhafaJfl) and rigid (kharigl7ta/fl), e.g.
hair of the head or body, nails, teeth, skin, Hcsh, etc .• 4po-dhiitlt is water
(iipv) or that which is watery (apo~!?ati1lfl), e.g. bile, phlegm, pus, blood,
sweat, tears, etc. Tejo-dhdtu is fire or heat ([(jo) or that which is fiery
(tcjogata/fl), e.g. the heat in the body which transmutes food and drink in
digestion. Vdyo-dhiitu is air (vayv) or that which is airy (viiyvgatar!l), e.g.
"wind discharged upwards or downwards, wind in the abdomen or belly,
vapours that traverse the several members, inhalings and exhalings of
breath".»

What one can gather from these definitions is that from the very
beginning Buddhism did not make a radical departure [rom the popular
conception of the /IIahi/M1llta.\'. There are, however, some Nikaya passages
which seem to imply that they were understood ill a more "abstract" way,7
i.e. as interpreted in the Abhidhamma. (To this we shall come soon.) But
within the Nikayas themselves such implications are not worked out into
a clearly formulated theory.

It is really in the Abhidhamma that we meet with such a situation.
Here we are presented with a different conception of the /IIahiibhlltas. Much
of the earlier terminology is retained, but the earlier definitions arc modified.
The subject is presented in greater detail and with more precision. New
theories are evolved and new interpretations advanced, so as to bring the
whole subject in line with the other subsequent developments of the doctrine.

For the Abhidhamma, too, kakkhala and khara, which mean hard and
rigid respectively, bring out the essenti~l nature of pathav i-dhiitu, the earth-
element.f The first is said to represent its characteristic (lakkha(ta) and the

6. See 1v1. I, 431 if.
7. Of. D. I, 215 if.; D. III, 87; S. I, 15.
8. See Dhs. p. 177; Vbh. p. 82.
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second its mode (akara).9 The question is raised whether kakkhaJatta,
hardness, is itself not the pathavi-dhdtu. It is maintained that, although
this is the case, yet for the convenience of definition, pathavt-dhiuu is said
to possess the characteristic of kakkhafatta.10

It will be seen that according to the Nikayan definition what is (com-
paratively) kakkhafa (hard) is patitaIJI, whereas according to the Abhidham-
mic definition ka/-?khafatta (the fact of hardness) is itself pathavi.

The conception of patnovi-dhiit« in this way is not confined to the
Thcravada alone. Parallel definitions arc met with in other schools of
Buddhist thought. In its Chapter on the Genesis of the W orld, the Mahii-
uastu says that when the living beings who lived at a new evolution of the
world, began to eat whole mouthfuls of the essence of this earth as food,
their bodies came to possess the characteristics ofgllrutva, heaviness, kharatva,
roughness, and kakkhatatva, hardncss.i! The implication is given that
gurtttlla, uharatua and kakkhatatva represent the essential nature of pathavi-
dhiitu. The Abhidharma/.zoSa and its VyakhYii, too, use the latter two terms
in their definition of this element.'? In the Abhidharl/1asalllltccaya it is de-
fined as kathillata, a term which could be interpreted as meaning rigidity
or solidity. As such, this interpretation is almost the same as that given
by the Theravadins. Thus there is general agreement am.ong the Buddhist
scholiasts in maintaining that what is called pathavl-dhatu stands for the
phenomenon of hardness, rigidity, solidity or compactness in matter.

Pathavi-dhatu is also explained as that which extends or spreads Ollt-
pattharati ti pathavt.i) Extension is occupation in space. "Tri-dimen-
sional extension gives rise to our idea of a solid body. As no two bodies
can occupy the same space at the same time, Buddhists derive their idea of
hardness (kakkha!atta-lakkha(w) from pathau i." 14 Thus the interpretation
of pathavi-dhiitu as the element of extension brings into relief a different
method of approach.

9. See Vi8m. p. 286.
10. Cf. Nanu ea kaklchalattom'eua papwuidluLtii, ti? Saccam'euun, Tatha pi viiii'iaw.-

viiinatasaddatthatavasen(t abh inne pi dhamme kappanuisiddhena bhederui eVa?!/-niddeso kato.
Eva1!' hi atthavi8e8ava.bodho hoti ti-Vis1nT. pp. 362-3.

11. Cj. Yato va btiiksaoaste .mtva tam. prthivira8amalopakarakamaharamaharen8U1}, atha
t~a1!' hiye gurutva1!/- ea kharatoani ca kakkhaiatcam. va upanipate.--{)p. eit. I. 339

12. AK. Ch. I, 22; AKvy. I, 57, 66.
13. Vi8m. p. 287; Abhvt. p. 64.
14. Aung, Compendium of Philosophy, P.T.S., 1910, p. 155, n.!.
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In the commentaries, we get further discussions 011 the peculiar function
of this clement. Buddhaghosa observes that it acts as a foundation, a sort
of fulcrum, and that it manifests itself as receiving isatupottccana-p accupat-
(hat/a). IS This is further explained to mean that the other three mahii-
bhiitas are established on it (pothavl-pati{{hitii), and that therefore it serves
as a support, a basis (patitthiilllll!I), for thcm.!e That this view is shared by
the Vaibhasikas is shown by their contention that the "bearing up" or
supporting (sG1!ldhiiraUrl) of ships by water (= ocean) is a sufficient ground
for the inference that the prt!tivl-dhiitu is present in watcr.!?

The above conception of the function of porltm'l-dhiittl appears to be
only a refinement of the popular view that the earth, as it is ordinarily
understood, is a receptacle, a sort of dumping ground for all types of
material things. It is, in fact, significant to note that the Vibluivin i Tlkii
observes that, just as what we conventionally call earth is the support of
trees, mountains, ctc., even so the earth-clement is a support for the other
material elements.is

Apo-dhiitll represents the fact of viscidity (sinclw) and cohesion or
"binding together" in matter (riiposso ba/ldlwllattG1!I).19 Baudhanatta or
cohesion refers more to its function. "For the iipo-dhifill binds together
iron, ete. in masses, makes them rigid. Because they arc so bound, they
are called rigid; similarly, in the case of stones, mountains, palm-seeds,
elephant-tusks, ox-horns ete.. All such thin gs the ilpo-dltiitu binds and
makes rigid."20 Poggharm;a, flowing, and nissandabhiiua, state of strea-
ming, are also cited as two other characteristics of this elcment21-a view
which suggests the popular and common-sense idea of water. However,
this docs not mean that iipo-dhiittl, as it came to be interpreted in the Abhi-
dhamma, is identical with water. No Illohiibltiito can exist independently
of, or in isolation from, the other three. Hence i'ipo-dhiitll is present not
only in water but also in air, fire, etc.

In the schools of Sanskrit Buddhism, too, the op-dltiittl is defined in a
similar manner. It stands for dravatua, liquidity, and sneliatva, viscidity in

15. Vi .•m. p. 289; see also Asl. p. 332,Mvn. p. 58.
Hl. Ibid. lac. cit.
17. See AKv!I. I, 33.
18. See ADSVT. p. llO.
19. SeeDhs.p.l77; Vbh.p.83.
20. A!lapi·~ldi.iidini hi iipo·dhiitu iibandhitva thaddluini kariiti, taya dbaddhattii. tiini

thaddluini nama honti, Pii8ri~Hlpabbatatiilatthi·hatthidantagos·i1i.giidisu pi e8'eVQ nayo.
Sabbcini h'etiini iipodluitu. eva dbandhitoii thaddluini karoti.-Asi. p. 335.

21. Soe Vism. p. 289; Asi. p. 336; Abhvk. p. 250; "Uvn. p. 58.
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matter. 22 It may be noted here that the ap-substance of the Vaisesikas,
too, has the same two characteristics: apo drav an snigdhab.23 But according
to the Vaisesikas, liquidity and viscidity are qualities inherent in the ap-
substance. No such dichotomy is recognized by the Buddhists. Not-
withstanding these metaphysical differences, the parallelism goes still
further. The Vaiscsikas maintain that sat!'graha, cohesion or agglutination,
is a distinct quality produced by fluidity and viscidity operating together.s+
The Buddhists maintain that dpo-dhiitu, which stands for the facts ofliquidity
and viscidity, performs the function of samcraha. Hence it is that accord-
ing to the Vaibhasikas, the phenomenon of cohering or non-broken con-
tinuity in a blazing fire is due to the presence therein of apo-dhatu.25 The
same idea is recognized by the Thcravadins, too, when they say that apo-
dhiiu: manifests itself by its action of cohesion. (apo-dhatu-sangaha-paccu-
pa t rhana. )26

Tejo-dhatll signifies the phenomenon of heat, the terms being used are
tlSIIW or usuma. In the Sanskrit sources we get usnatva and its corresponding
Pali form, unhatta, is the standard term used in the Pali commentaries and
tikas.

One significant feature of the Theravada conception of tejo-dhatu
concerns the question of sita, cold. The Vaisesikas, for instance, maintain
that usna, heat, is the peculiar quality of the fire-substance (tejasa u~!wta)
and that sita, cold, is that of the water-substance (apsu sftata).27 Since
the natural touch of water is cold, "other substances (bodies) are cold only
in proportion to the extent to which water enters into their composition't.s«
That the Vaibhasikas, too, associate sita with apo-dhatu is shown by their
contention that the touch of cold in wind points to the presence therein
of dpo-dh dtu. 29 In the opinion of Bhadanta Srilabha, one of the celebrities
of the Sautrantika School, "Le feu elementaire existe dans l' eau, puisque
celle-ci est plus ou moins froide."30 This statement, too, carries the impli-
cation that heat and cold are represented by tejo-dhatu and apo-dhatu res-
pectively.

22. See Ai{. Ch. I, 23, n. 3.
23. V S. p. 56.
24. See Bhadurr, Nyayn-l'nise:;;iknMetaphysic8, Poona, 194;, p. 126.
25. AKvy. I. 33.
26. Asl. p. 332; Abhvt. p. 65; Abhvk. p. 250.
26. Asl. p. 332; Ablwt. p. 65; Abhvk. p. 250.
27. VS. p. fi9.
28. See Bhaduri, op.cit. p. 129.
29. AKvy. I, 33.
30. AK. Ch. II, 146.
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The position taken up by the Theravadins in regard to this question
is quite different. In the works of the Abhidhamma Pitaka, we do not get
any explicit statement concerning the position of sita, cold, in relation to
the mandbhiitas. Nevertheless, there is no possibilty of its being considered
as represented by apo-dhatu, because this particular primary element, as
maintained by the Theravadins, does not come within the sphere of the
tangible (photthabbayatana).31

It is only in the !ika literature that we are presented with a clear state-
ment on this subject: "Although cold (sita) is known by the sense of
touch, it is really tejo. The sensation of cold (sita-buddhi) is obtained when
the heat is less, for there is no distinct quality (gut;a) called cold... Hence
it is that, during the summer season when people having first stayed in the
sun, enter the shade, they experience the sensation of cold. And when
they stay there for a long time, they experience the sensation ofheat."32

Thus, in the view of the Theravadins, cold is not the peculiar charac-
teristic of apo-dhatu (as is believed by many other Buddhist schools), but is
the relative absence of heat. And heat is represented by tejo-dhatu.

The characteristic function of tejo-dhatu is paripiicana, i.e. ripening or
maturing.l- For this is the element which heats, matures, sharpens, and
imparts heat to all other material elements.>

Vayo-dhatu, the air-element, as defined in the Dhammasanoani, signifies
thambhitatta, inflation or distension, and chambhitatta, fluctuation or mo-
bility.35 While the other three mahabhiitas stand for the facts of solidity,
cohesion, and the temperature of cold and heat, this represents the more
restless and dynamic aspect of matter.

The standard term used in the Pali commentarial works to describe
vaJo-dhatu is samudirana which means mobility or motion.w In the Sans-
krit sources samudiranatvam occurs in combination with laghu or laghuta (light

31. See below, p. 20.
32. Kiikapi hi sitaui phusitva gayhati, sa pana tejo yeva. Mcmde hi unhatte sitabuddhi,

sitaui-sanlduita.sso. kassa ci gu~a88a abhavati5 ... T'atlui hi qhammakdle atape thatva chayarr<
pavitfhanar.n sitabuddlii hoti. Tatth' eva cirakxilam: thitanai?L u'0habuddhi.-ADS VT. p. Ill;
see also VismT. p. 459; VismS. V, 75 ff.

33. See ADSVT. p. 10.
34. See Asl. p. 332.
35. Op.cit, p. 177; see also Vbh. p. 84.
36. See e.q. Asl. p. 250, Vism. p. 381.
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or lightness).J7 For the Thcrav.idins, lalwta38 represents one of the secondary
clements of matter, i.e. one that is dependent on the mahiibhutas. This
seems to be the reason why they do not associate it with the definition of
viiyo-dhatu, which is one of the primary elements of matter. The Abhi-
dharmakosa takes note of a similar problem when it observes that, according
to a Siitra passage va),o-dhatu is la,r;hrlwa, whereas according to the Pra-
karanas laghutva is a secondary material clement. It seeks to reconcile
the two views by stating that "le dharma qui a pOLlr nature la motion
(ira~ratt/laka), c' est l'clement vent; sa nature (legcrtc) est manifestce par
son acte de motion Ura~1l1kal'lIIall)."J9 Since the Thcravadins recognize
lahuta as a secondary clement of matter, in their opinion, it is not associated
with one particular lIIahabhrjta, but is dependent on all the four.40 These
are but minor differences. There is general agreement among the Buddhist
schools that vayv-dhatlt is representative of mobility or motion (lrat:za,
samudil'a/:ta).

With the development of the theory of momentariness (1~~at:za-ut7da),
the above definition of vayo-dlratu as representative of mobility or motion
could not be retained without modification. Suffice it to note here that
according to this theory, all elements of existence, mental as well as material,
are of momentary duration. They are characterised by instantaneous
being, in the sense that they arise and perish in continual succession, pro-
jecting a picture of static existcncc+' Closely connected with this theory
is the denial of motion. As the Abhidharmako§a observes: "Lc condi-
tionnc n' existc pas au deli! de l' acquisition de son etre: il perit a la place au
il est ne ; il ne pent de cette place allcr a unc autre."42 If vayv-dlzatrt is
representative of mobility or motion, how is this statement to be reconciled
with the denial of motion ?

In keeping with the theory of momentariness motion, too, is gi veil
a different interpretation: "Par motion, on entend ce qui fait que la
scric d'ctats qui constituent uuc chose va se rcproduisaut dans des lieux
differents; de mente qu'on parlc de la motion d'uuc Hanulle."43 Accord-

37. See e.g. AI{. ell. 1, :l3; AI{vy. I, 33.
38. See the list of material elements iriipa-dhuninui; given in Dhs. p. all:).

39. Op.cit, Ch. I, :l3.
40. See Dh8. p. 189
41. See AK. Ch. IV, 4 ff.; also Silburn, instant et Cause, Paris, 1955, p. l:l ff.;

Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, Petrograd, 1935, Vol. I, p. 20 ff.
42. Op.cit, Ch. IV, 4-5.
43. AK. Cll. I, :l2-3.
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ingly, motion has to be understood, not as the movement of an element
of matter from one locus in space to another (de'santaragamana), but as the
appearance of different elements of matter in adjacent locations (de's(lllta-
rotpatti).44 For in the case of momentary elements, wherever appearance
takes place there itself takes place disappearance-yatraivotpattib tatraiva
Villa'sab.4S The classic example given in this connection is the light of the
lamp. The so-called light of the lamp, it is contended, is nothing but a
common designation given to an uninterrupted production of a series of
flashing points. When the production changes place one says that the
light has changed. But in reality other flames have appeared in another
place.

It is interesting to notice that this new definition of motion has some-
how or other found its way to Theravada scholasticism that flourished after
the time of Buddhaghosa. In the earlier Pali commentaries vayo-dhatu
is understood as indicative of motion; but therein motion is not denied.
In the later works, notably the tileds, motion is denied, that is to say, it is
interpreted as desantaruppatti, the appearance of momentary elements in
adjacent locations.so This new development has necessitated a modifi-
cation of the earlier definition of vayo-dhatll. Hence it is that the scholiasts
seek to define vayo-dhiitu as the cause of "motion" (= desantaYllpplltti). It
is that which causes or brings about the arising of momentary elements in
adjacent locations (desantaruppatti-hetu-bhavena .. gameti ti).47 The re-
cognition, on the part of the Theravadins, of this new definition of motion
is no matter for surprise, for they, too, developed a theory of moments,
which, except for minor details, pre~ents a close parallelism to that of the
schools of Sanskrit Buddhism.

From the fore-going description of the mahabht~tas it should aprear
that, as interpreted by the Abhidhammikas, pathavi stands for solidity and
extension, dpo for viscidity and cohesion, teio for the temperature of cold
and heat, and vayo for motion or (according to the later interpretation) the
cause of "motion." The four are not the qualities or attributes of bhiita-
riipa, the primary matter; they are its constituents. In this respect, they
are like the three gU(1aS of Samkhya, which form the constituents of prakrti,
the ultimate causal nexus of the world of non-self.

44. AKvy. I. 33; see also Le Traite de La Demonstration de L'Acte (Karmasiddhipra-
karana) tr. E. Lamotte, Melanges chinois et bouddhiques, IV, 1936, pp. 151 ff.

4.5. AKvy. I, 33.
46. See VismT. p. 359; ADSVT. p. llO; Abhvk. p. 249.
47. VismT. p. 359.
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The four mahiibhulas are co-ordinate and represent four distinct forces
or phenomena in the realm of matter. The characteristics (lakkha~/a)
functions (rasa), and manifestation (paccupatthiina) of one arc different from
those of another.sf The non-alteration of their characteristics is con-
stantly alluded to. However much one mahiibhiita is influenced by the
others, it never abandons its essential nature. In this connection the Auha-
salin; refers to a Sutta passage, where it is stated that the four mahobhiuas
might alter their characteristics sooner than it were possible for the Ariyan
disciple endowed with assured faith in the Buddha to alter.t? The impli-
cation is that both are impossibilities. What all this amounts to is that the
four mohahhiuas, which stand for four distinct ultimate data of all material
phenomena, are neither transmutable into one another nor reducible to
a common ground.

There is, however, a way in which they group themselves into two
pairs, each having one common characteristic. Buddhaghosa observes
that pathaui-dhatu and iipo-dhiitu are similar in heaviness (garukattii sabhiigii) and
that tejo-dhiitll and vii)'o-dhiitll arc similar in lightness (lahukatta sr!hhiiga).SO
This theory seems to have been developed from the observation of some of
the features of the mahiibhiitas as understood in the popular or literal sense.
It is also reminiscent of the contention of the Vaiscsikas, namely that weight
is possessed only by two elemental substances-earth and water.>!

Another fundamental feature of the I/lahabhiitas is that they always exist
together (sahajiita, sahabhu). No mahiibhiita can exist independently of the other
three. 52 The nascence, subsistence and evanescence-s of one do always
synchronize with those of the others. It is precisely for this reason that
their relation is described as one of reciprocal co-nascence (ani/am' aiiiia-
sahajiita).54 That is to say, since no iilahiibi/l/ta can come into being inde-
pendently of the others, in this sense, each is postulated as a condition by
way of co-nascence in relation to the other three.

The commentators seek to explain the mutual conditionality of the
rnahiibhiitas under all possible combinations and permutations: Taking each

48. .. sabbasa.m pi dhatuna,!, solakkharuidito tuinattam, Afiiian'cva hi pathavidhatuya
lalckhanarasa.paccirpauluiruini; afii'iani tipo-dluitu-tidinam.s-« Vi8m. p. 387.

49. Op.cit, p. 330.
50. Vi8m. p. 289.
51. See Bhaduri, Nyaya- Vaisesika Metaphysics, Poona, 1947, p. 135.
52. See Tkp. pp. 3, 14, 36 ff.; AK. en. II, 248.
53. OJ. theory of moments.
54. See Tkp. pp. 3, 14.
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one beginning with earth, there are three others whose occurrence is due to
that one, thus with three due to one, their occurrence takes place in four
ways. Likewise each one beginning with earth, occurs in dependence on
the other three, thus with one due to three, their occurrence takes place in
four ways. But with the last two dependent on the first two, with the
first two dependent on the last two, with the second and fourth dependent
on the first and third, with the firsr and third dependent on the second and
fourth, with the first and Iourth'dcpcndent 011 the second and third, with the
second and third dependent on the first and fourth, they occur in six ways
with two elements due to two.55 The fundamental principle involved in
the relation by way of reciprocal co-nascence is that when one element
arises, what is related to it, too, must arise simultancouslv, With this as
the basis, the commentators have shown how each of th~ lIlahabhiitas be-
comes, at one and the same time, the condition as well as the conditioned
in relation to the others, under different combinations and permutations.

Closely connected with this is the inseparability of the rnahabhiitas.
They exist in inseparable (avil1ibhoga) association: they are not positionally
resolvable, one 11lahabhi7ta cannot be separated from the rcst.56 Buddha-
ghosa explains this characteristic of inseparability in a rather mysterious
way: "And just as whomsoever the great creatures such as the spirits
grasp hold of (possess), they have no standing place either inside him or
outside him and yet they have no standing independently of him, so too
these elements are not found to stand either inside or outside each other,
yet they have no standing independently of one another.">? What is
attempted to show is that they have no thinkable standing place relative
to each other.

This explanation as to the relative position of the mahabhi:itas is sought
to be justified on the following grounds: If they were to exist inside each
other, then they would not perform their respective functions. If they were
to exist outside each other, then they would be resolvable, and in such a
case, the. theory of inseparability (atiil1ibbhuttavada) would have no vali-
dity.58

55. Path oj Purification, tr. Bhikkhu Nfinamoli, Colombo, 19.56, p. 405. (Visnl. p. 391)
56. See Vism. p. 381.
57. Path oj Purification, tr. Bhikkhu Nanarnoli, Colombo, 1956, p. 401. (Vism. p. 387)
58. Yadi hi inuL dOOtuyo aniiam'at1iiassa anto ?hitii na sakiccoleard siyw.n. .. Atka

bahi??hii'vinibbhllttii siyu1!I-. Tatoo sati aoinibbliuttassido hiiyeyya.- Vism.T. p. 364; see also
Abhvk. p. 248.
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Each mahiibhi:ita assists the remaining three by performing its peculiar
function: The earth element which is held together by water, maintained
by fire, and distended by air is a condition for the other three great primaries
by acting as their foundation. The water clement which is founded on
earth, maintained by fire, and distended by air is a condition for the other
three primaries by acting as their cohesion. The fire element which is
founded on earth, held together by water, and distended by air is a con-
dition for the other three primaries by acting as their maintaining. The
air element which is founded on earth, held together by water, and main-
tained by fire, is a condition for the other three primaries by acting as their
distension.w Thus each lIlahiibhiita depends on, and is depended on by
the other three.

Since the four mahiibhiJtas are necessarily co-existent and positionally
inseparable, the position taken up by the Buddhists in respect of the question
how they enter into the composition of material aggregates is quite clear:
In every instance of matter all the four 11lahiibhi'4tasarc necessarily present.
On this view there is general agreement among the Buddhist schools.
The Vaibhasikas, for instance, maintain that the presence of [ala, tejas an
viiyu in an earthy substance (prthivi-dravye) is inferred from its cohesion,
maturing and expansion respectively; the presence of prthivi, tejas and viivu
in water is shown by its support of ships, its heat and motion; the presence
of prthivi, udaka and viiyll in a blazing fire is shown by its solidity (sthairya),
cohesion or unbroken continuity, and mobility; and the presence of prthivi,
ap and tejas in the air is shown by its action of holding up, its touch of cold
and its touch ofheat.60

Accordingly, all material things or aggegates are necessarily "tetra-
bhautic." With this view may be contrasted the Vcdantic view, according
to which there can be "mono-bhautic" substances as earthy, watery, ete.
But this statement needs qualification. For, in the view of the Vedantins
there are five slJk,mw-bhlJtas (subtle) corresponding to the five mahiibhiita
(gross). And according to the theory of paiicilearan«, quintuplication
"the five siihl1la-bhiitas are present as ingredients, though in different pro-
portions, in each mahiihhiita."61 Hence from the standpoint of the siik.?ma
bhiitas, each and every material thing turns out to be "pento-bhautic",

59. Path of Purification, tr. Bhikkhu Nana.moli, Colombo, 1956, p. 403. (Vism. p. 289).
60. prthivF-dravye salMJraha-pakti-vyuhana-dar!;ani;c chel?ana1]1> jala-tejo-ixiuiinam.

astitoam. anumisjate, apsu nau-sarttdha'rano!l!wterar.takarma-dar/;anat prthiv'Z--tejo-vayuna1]1>
astitoam, agni-jvalaya1]1> sthairya-sa1]1>pir.tr!ana-calana-darsanat prthivyudaka-vayuna1]1>
astitoam: vayau sa1'!ulharana-sUol?r.ta-spar:§a-darsanat prthivy-ap-tejasam astitoani iti
vaibha{likii/:l.~AKvy. I, 33.

6!. Seal, Positive Sciences of the Hindus, Delhi, 1925, p. 154.
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It is in fact the view of the Vaisesikas that stands in clear contrast to
the Buddhist theory. The difference' between the Budhists and the Vai-
sesikas in regard to this question will be clear if we consider how they
explain the constitution of the human body. According to the former,
it is composed of all the four 11Iahiihll1Jtas (ciitlll11l11ahiihhiitiko'ym!1 kayo).
According to the latter, it is essentially earthy, because the other substances
do not enter it as its substantive or material causes. This Vaisesika theory
is based on the following arguments:

The conjunction of things perceptible and imperceptible is itself imper-
ceptible. Hence, since iikii}a and l'iiyll arc imperceptible, to maintain that
the human body is a conjunction of the five bhlJtas is tantamount to saying
that it is itself imperceptible.es Secondly, it is one of the theses of the
Vaisesikas that the quality in the effect is preceded by the corresponding
quality in the cause.63 It is also maintained that no effect can take place
except through the combination of two component elements. Therefore,
if earth unitcs with water to form a compound, the compound will be dcvoid
of odour, for odour is present only in earth. Similarly a compound of
earth and fire will havc no odour and taste, for they are possessed only by
earth. Likewise a compound of earth and air will be odourless, tasteless
and colourless, for odour, taste and colour belong to earth and not to air.
Now all the foregoing qualities arc present in the human body. There-
fore, it is to be concluded that it is not a combination of all the bhutas.64

The above argument of the Vaisesikas is partly based on the contention
that air possesses only touch, fire possesses colour and touch, water possesses
taste, colour and touch, and that earth possesses all the foregoing qualities
and smell. For the Buddhists smell, taste, colour, etc. are not the qualities
of the 111ahabhutas; they are a set of secondary elements of matter dcpendent
on the latter. In point of fact, a theory similar to that of the Vaisesikas
is cited by Buddhaghosa only to be refuted as unsatisfactory. The main
theme of his argument may be stated as follows:

Esmell were the special quality of earth, then the smell of cotton which
has an excess of earth in it, should be greater than that of fermented liquor
which has an excess of water in it. Again, if colour were the special quality
of fire, then the colour of hot water which has an excess of fire in it, should

62. Bhaduri, Nyiiya- Vuiseeilea "1ietaphysics, Poona, 194i, p. 152.
63. Ktiraruujunapiircakah. kiiryayu~!o ilrstah] l=: v s. p. 63.
64. See Bhaduri, op. cit. p. 151 ff.
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be brighter than that of cold water. Neither of these things is true. There-
fore the theory in question should be abandoned.65 It is also observed that,
of the mahiibhiitas which are not separable, one from another, one cannot
say that this is a quality of that one or that is a quality of this one.66

The fact that Buddhism does not conceive the mahdbhiitos as eternal
and ever-perduring substances has also some relevance to its attitude towards
the composition of material aggregates. A piece of ice, according to the
Buddhist conception, should be composed of all the four mahiibhiitas. Its
solidity, cohesion, etc. point to their presence therein. For the Vaisesikas,
ice is essentially a watery (ap) substance. In their view, all matter is ulti-
mately reducible to the four kinds of eternally existing atoms, namely, the
earthy, the watery, the fiery and the airy. Since no substance is destroy-
able, decomposition of a compound means its reversal to the original posi-
tion. Hence when ice melts it becomes water, and water is ultimtely
composed of watery atorns.c? From the Buddhist standpoint, whether
ice remains as it is, or whether it becomes water when melt, or vapour
when excessively heated, in all these different states the four mahiibln7tas are
present.

Although all the four mahiibhiitas are present in every instance of matter,
yet there is no quantitative difference between them. In other words,
they enter into the composition of material things in equal proportion.c''
There is as much iipo-dhiitu in a blazing fire as there is in wood or water.
It is argued that, if there were to be a quantitative difference between the
mahiibhutas that enter into the composition of material aggregates, then the
thesis that they arc inseparable would not be logical (na Ylljjcyya).69 This
theory is not confined to the Theravada alone. This is what the schools
of Sanskrit Buddhism call "tulya-bhiita-sad-bhiiva".70

If the mahiibhiitas arc present in equal proportion in each and every
material aggregate, what explains the diversity of the latter? For it is a
matter of common experience that, in many respects, a comparatively

65. Of. Te uattabbti : ieeheyyarna yadi ap{idhilws8r, 6SaV([8.0(1gandhato p([thvi-2dhike
kapptise gandho adhilcataro siya, tejddh.ikassa ea unhodalcassa 'l)a,~,wta situdakaesa va1Jlw
parih.'iyetha. Yasma pan'etam. ubhauam.-pi natthi, tasnui paTuiyeth'etam p'etcsam. russaua-
bhiiuinam. uisesolca/ppanam ..- V1·sm. p. 444.

66. Avinibbhogavuttisu hi bhii.tesu aya'f!/>imassa gW}O aya~ imassa gU1Ja ti na labbhii
va.ttun ti.--ibid. lac. eit.

67. See Bhaduri, op, cit. Ch. VI.
68. See VismT. pp. 450 ff.; Abhv1c.pp. 273 ff.
69. Aft11athct hi aoinibbhoqaouttiui na yujjeyya.- VismT. o, 451.
70. See A]{vy. I, 124.
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hard stone is different from water, and both from a blazing fire. Or to
put it differently: now the Theravadins say that the mahiibhutas with the
exception of iipo-dhiitu are tangible (photthabbiiyatal1a), while the schools
of Sanskrit Buddhism say that all the four are tangible (spra~tavyiiyatana).71
Such being the case, what accounts for the diversity in tactile sensations?
For it is a matter of common experience that one does not get the same
sensation when one touches, say, a flower and a blazing fire.

The diversity, it is maintained, is not due to a difference in quantity
(pamii~a), but due to a difference in capability (samatthiya) or extrusion
(ussada).72 That is to say, in a given material thing, one l11ahiibhuta is more
intense than the others. For instance, in a comparatively solid thing, say,
in a stone, although all the mahablliitas are present in equal proportion, yet
the pathvi-dhiitu is more intense or more extruded than the others. So
is iipo-dhatu in water, tejo-dhiitu in £re, and viiyo-dhiitu in air.

In the Atthasiilini we get more details on this subject. It says that the
mahiibhutas (except iipo-dhiitu) reach the avenue of the sense of touch simulta-
neously. Although they strike the sentient body simultaneously, yet
bodily cognition of them does not arise at once. For the object of touch
is determined by one of two alternative factors, namely, deliberate attention
(iibhuiijita-vasena) and extrusion (ussada-vasena).73

The first alternative is illustrated as follows: When the bowl is £lled
with food and brought, one who takes up a lump and examines whether
it is hard or soft, is considering only the element of extension, though there
may be heat and mobility present. One who investigates by putting the
hand in hot water, is considering only the element of heat, though extension
and mobility are present. One who lets the wind beat upon the body
by opening the window in the hot season, is considering, while the wind
beats gently and softly, only the element of mobility, though extension and
heat are present."

The other alternative, where the element of deliberate attention is
absent, is explained with reference to ussada, i.e. extrusiveness of one element

71. See below, p. 20.
72. See Vi8mT. p. 451; Abhvk. p. 273.
73. Kim pana etdn·i ani mahiibhiltiini ekappahiiren'eua apiitha1]Lagacchanti udiilvu.no ti Y

Agacchanti. Eva,,!L agatani kiiyappasada1]l gha?lenti ti? Ghauenti, Ekappaluiren'eoa tiini
iirammatta1]L lcatod. kiiyaviiHiiina1(/, tlppajjati n'uppajjati ti? N'uppajjati. Kasmii t
Abhuitjitavasena vii hi ussadaoasena t'ii dramsrumakaranam hoti.-op.cit. p. 333.

74. Expositor, tr. Maung Tin, P.T.S., 1920-21, Vol. II, 434 (~A8l. p. 333).
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in relation to others. "But he who slips or knocks his head against a tree,
or in eating bites on a stone, takes as his mental object only the element of
extension, on account of its extrusiveness, though where he slipped, etc.,
heat and mobility were present. One treading on fire makes only the
element of heat his object owing to its extrusivencss, although extension
and mobility are present therein. When a strong wind blows striking the
ear as if to make one deaf, although extension and heat are present therein,
the element of mobility alone is made the object owing to its extrusiveness."75

That intensity determines as to which element should become the
object of touch is recognized by many of the schools of Sanskrit Buddhism,
too. The Abhidharmakosa, for instance, poses the question as to why all
the elements do not become the object of touch simultaneously. And the
answer given is almost the same as that which we mentioned as the second
alternative: "On percoit dans un aggregat donne celle des substances
(dratJya, terre elementaire, etc.) qui se trouve la plus vive (patutama, sphuta-
tama), et non pas les autres. De meme, lorsqu' on touche un faisceau de
brins vegetaux et d'aiguilles (si"icUiilikalapa), on percoit les aiguilles; lorsqu'
on mange de la bouillie salee, on percoit la saveur du se1."76

From the Abhidharmakosa one gathers that the scholiasts had advanced
more than one explanation in respect of this subject. In the first place,
there is the opinion of Bhadanta Srilabha, according to which "les aggre-
gats comportent lcs quatre grands elements, puisque, etant donnee l'action
de certaines causes, lcs choses solides deviennent liquides, ete.. Le feu
eIementaire exists dans l' eau, puisque celle-ci est plus ou moins froide, ce
qui s'explique par la presence, on quantite plus ou moins grande, du feu
elementaire."77 This theory attempts to explain the differences in the
objects of touch as being due to a quantitative difference of the mahabhiitas.
Thus the degree of hotness in water is dependent on the quantity of tejo-
dhatu with which it is mixed (11liSribhava, vyatibhava).78 The Theraviidins
and the Vaibhasikas refuse to believe in a quantitative difference; such a
conception, says the fika to the Visuddhimilc\?ga, does not accord well with
the theory of the inseparability of the mahabhiitas.79 Srilabha's interpre-
tation is criticised in the Abhidharmakosa itself. It observes that the varia-

75. Ibid. loco cit. (tr. slightly changed).
76. Op. cit, ci., II, 146.
77. Ibid. loco cit.
78. Ibid. loco cit.
79. Vi8mT. p. 451.
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bility, say, of cold is due to the variability of the intensity of the apo-dhiitu
and not due to the fact that it gets mixed with its opposite, i.e. heat which
is represented by tc;o-dhatu.80

Still more different is the explanation given by the Saurrantikas: "les
grands elements qui nc sont pas per<;:usdans un aggregat donne y existent
a l'etat de semencc (hijatas, §aktitas, siimarthyatas), non pas en acte, non pas
en soi (svari"ipatas). C' est ainsi que Bhagavat a pu dire: 'Dans ce morceau
de bois, il y a beaucoup de dhiitus ou substances minerales'. Bhagavat
en tend que ce bois contient des semences, des potentialites (Sakti) de nom-
breux dhiitus; car l'or, l'argent, ctc., n'existent pas actuellement dans le
bois."81 This theory of the Sautrantikas appears to be analogous to that
of the Theravadins and the Vaibhasikas, There is, however, this funda-
mental difference to be noticed: For the latter, excess (adhikatii) of one
element means that it is characterized by more intensity or capability
They do not say that the other elements are in an "ctat de semence". All
what they say is that in a given object of touch all the four elements are
present and that those elements which are comparatively intense become
the object of touch.

Closely connected with this principle of intensity (ussada) is another
sense in which the names of the mahdbhiitas are used. According to the
Abhidhammic interpretation of the mahiihhi"4tas, one cannot speak of mate-
rial things as pathavi, iipo, tejo, and vayo. For in each and every instance
of matter all the four are present. However, there is a sense in which the
Abhidhammikas speak of material aggregates named after the mahahhiitas.
This is established with reference to the above-mentioned principle of
intensity. If in a given material aggregate the pathavi-dhatu is characterized
by a comparatively high degree of intensity (ussada) or capability (samatthiya),
then (as a matter of convention) that material aggregate is also called pathavi
In such instances the term is sometimes followed by adhika, "excessive"
(in intensity or capability), e.g. pathal'i-adhika. Similarly are used the
names of the other three mahabhiitas.82

This kind of description is, ina way, an attempt to accommodate the
earlier conception of the mahahhiitas, according to which hair, nails, teeth,
etc. are pathaui, blood, mucus, ete. are dpo and so on. However, as inter-

80. Op. cit. Ch. II. 146.
81. AIL Ch. II, 147.
82. See Vism. p. 357; Abhvk. p. 274.
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preted in the later scholasticism, strictly speaking, no mahabhiita is visible.
The attribution of visibility, as the Abhidharmaleola says, is from the point
of view of common usage: "Dans l'usage commun, ce qu'on designe
par le mot 'terre,' c'est de la couleur et de la figure"-p!thivi varnasamsthii-
nam ucyate lokasa/?1Ji'iayii.83 According to the Kathiivatthu and its com-
mentary, the Andhakas object to the recognition of mahiibhiitas as not

. ibl "B d " 1 " hVIS1 e. ut 0 we not see -so runs t re argument- eart , a stone,
a mountain, water, fire blazing, trees waving in the wind .. ?"84 This
objection, it needs hardly any mention, has hardly any relevance to the
Abhidhammic interpretation of the mahiibhiitas. It is only reminiscent of
their earlier conception.

The inclusion of the mahiibhiitas in photthabbayattll/ashows that, although
not visible, they are tangible. They can be known by the sense of touch.
From the point of view of the Theravadins this statement needs qualification.
For, as indicated above, in their opinion, only three mahiibhlttas, namely,
pathavi, tejo and vayo come under photthabbiiyatmw.85 In contrast, the
schools of Sanskrit Buddhism include all the four in the sphere of the
tangible.w

Why the Theravadins have excluded iipo-dhatu from the sphere of the
tangible is partly explained by what we have observed about the position
of sita, cold, in relation to the mahabhiitas. Unlike the Vaibhasikas, for
instance, the Theraviidins do not associate cold with the iipo-dhiitu. For
the latter, cold is not a force distinct from, but is only the relative absence
of, heat (=tejo-dhatu).87 As such, in the view of the Thcravadins, both
cold (sita) and heat (u'!ha), in other words, all degrees of temperature, are
represented by, and therefore testify to the presence of, tejo-dhiitu.88

Apo-dhiitu, as stated above, is representative of bandhanatta, the fact of
"binding together" or cohesion, and dauata, fluidity. But these, according
to Buddhists, are not felt by the sense of touch.s? "When one puts his

83. AIL Ch. I, 23.
84. Kuu. p. 331; KvuA. p. 93.
85. See Dhs. pp. 143, 179, Vbh. p. 72.
86. See AIL Ch. I, 18 ff.
87. See above, p. 7.
88. Cf. Kimidam phouhabbam. nama? Pathani-tejd-dluituttauam, Kasmii pan ettha

iipo-dluiu: aggaMtu? Nanu suaui phusitva gayhati? Saccam. gayhali. Na pana sa tipo-
dluitu; tejo.dhiitu eva... Munde hi unhabhiice sitab uddlii, No. hi suao, nama koci gw:w atthi-
VismT. p. 459; see also ADSVT. p. 111.

89. See ADSVT. p. Ill; VismS. V, 257.
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hand into cold water, the softness of water felt is not iipo, but pathavi;90
the cold felt is not iipo, but tc]o; the pressure felt is not iipo, but viiyo."91
Its cohesion and fluidity, whatever be their degree of intensity or capability,
are not felt by the sense of touch. Hence iipo-dhiitu is excluded from
photthabbiiyatana and is included in dhammdvatanav? That is to say, it
cannot be known by any of the senses other than the mind (mallo). It is
known by a process of inference.

The general position assigned to the lI1ahiibh"tas may now be con-
sidered. If one were to examine how they arc interpreted in other systems
of Indian thought, one would notice that in Buddhism they were assigned
a comparatively primary position. What the Sarnkhya considers as mahii-
bhiitas are not the ultimate irreducible constituents of matter, for they are
evolved immediately from the tanmdtras and ultimately from the prakrti,
the uncaused first cause of the world of non-self.93 According to the
Vcdantins, the lIIahiibllllfas arc produced from the s'lk~l1Ia-bh,'tas. The
former arc a species of gross matter and the latter a species of subtle mattcr.P"
For the Jainas the ultimate constituents of pl/ggal'l, matter, arc not the four
elements (dhiidll-catukka), but the homogeneous atoms (paral11ii!nl). The
latter are recognized as the essential causes of the forrncr.v> The Nyaya-
Vaisesikas postulate four kinds of atoms corresponding to the four ele-
mental substances, namely, earth, water, fire and air.96 This may be des-
cribed as an attempt to reconcile the older theory of the I/Iahiibhutas with the
later atomic theory.

In Buddhism, unlike in many other systems of Indian thought, the
mahiibhiitas arc assigned a primary position in the sense that they are re-
cognized as the ultimate irreducible data of matter. It is of course true
that a given instance of matter consists of not only the four lIIahabh"tas
but also of a set of lIpada-riipas, such as colour, smell, taste, ete. But these
so-called IIpiidii-riipas, as conceived in Buddhism, arc always dependent on,
and therefore secondary to, the mahiibhiltas (primary clementsj.?? Even

90. because softness is relative absence of hardness=--pa!IHlvi·dlultu.
91. Aung, Compendium of Philosophy, P.T.S., p. 155, n. 6.
92. See ])hs. p. 179.
93. See Seal, Positive Sciences of the Hindus, Delhi, l!}25, Ch, L
94. Ibid. loco cit.
95. Cf. .Adesamattamutto dluiducatukkassa kU1'<t~ta7_njo du]

so neo paranuino pariruimaquno suyamasadd6/ / =Poiicastikana-siira, ed.
Chakravnrt.inayanar, Allahabad, 1\)20, p. 28.

96. See Bhaduri, Nyaya· Vaisesika .Metaphysics, Poena, 1947, Ch. 3.
97. Seo Dhs. p. 153.
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the development of the theory of riipa-kaldpas, i.e. the Theravada form of
atornisrn.Pf did not, in any way, reduce the 1Ilalziibluttas to a secondary
position. For in every rttpa-kaliipa, the smallest unit of matter, all the four
mahiibhutas are necessarily presenr.P? Although they are postulated as the
ultimate (primary) elements of matter, the mahiibhlttas are not to be under-
stood as uncaused or as ever-perduring entities. They, too, come under
the laws of "phenomenal" (sankhata) existence. As Buddhaghosa says,
they are anicca in the sense of liability to destruction, dukkha in the sense of
being a source of suffering, and anaua in the sense of having no ever-
perduring essence.tv?

98. For more details on this theory, see ADS. pp. 27 ff.; ADSVT. pp. 56 fl.; SS.
pp. 5 fl.; N RS. pp. 17 ff.

99. Cf. Aiiiiamafiiien'upatthaddhii sesaricpassa ni88ayii
catudh'cva~ kaliipeeu. mahiibhutii pavattarc.-N RP. p. 34.

100. See Vism. p. 446.
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Abbreviations

(All Pali texts, unless otherwise stated, are those

of the Pali Text Society)

A.
Abhvk.

Abhvt.

ADS.

ADSS.

Anguttaranikaya.

Abhidhammatthavikiisini, ed. A. P. Buddhadatta, Colombo, 1961.

Abhidhammavatara.

Abhidhamrnntthasangaha.

Abhidharmarthasangrahasannaya, ed. Pafifiarnolj 'I'issa., Ambalan-
goda, 1926.

Abhidhammatthasangaha·Vibhavini·Tikii, ed. D. Panfiananda,
Colombo, 1889.

L'Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, I-VI, tr. L. de la Vallee
Poussin, Paris, 1923-3l.

Abhidharmakosa-vyakhya (Sphiitiirtha), I-II, ed. U. Wogihara,
Tokyo, 1932-36.

Atthasiilini.

Dtghanikaya.

Dhammasangant.
Kathiivatthu.

Kathiivatthuppakarana·Atthakatha.

Majjhimanikaya,

Moha v icchedani.

"Niimarii papariccheda,

Namarupasamasa.

Samyutt.anikaya.

Saccasamkhepa.

Tikapatthana.

Vibhanga.

Visuddhimagga.

Visuddhirnargasannaya, I-VI, ed. 1\:1. Dharrnaratna, Colombo,
1890-1917.

Visuddhimagga-t.lka (Paremattharnanjusa), ed. M. Dhammananda,
Colombo, 1928.

Vaisesika Sutras of Kanada, ed. N. Sinha, Allahabad, 1911.
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AK.

AKvy.
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D.
Dhs.
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M.
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NRP.
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S.
8S.
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